
WRITE AN INTERVIEW WITH SACHIN TENDULKAR DAUGHTER

An Interview with Rajni Tendulkar, mother of Sachin Tendulkar . By the way Shefali is the daughter of the famous
journalist and novelist, Arun Sadhu. . Q. Do you feel that Arjun will also make a notable cricket career?.

There's nothing more fascinating to watch than two human beings embarking on a common goal and working
together to take their place as part of a bigger dream â€¦ a team, a nation. But I believe that bowling
partnerships have equal merit. She takes very good care of all of us, also her parents. Lesson 2: Don't dwell
Had a bad day at work? Related Want to become a good boss? Sachin grew up in such circumstances. So it
comes as no surprise then that April 24 calls for a nationwide celebration given that Sachin Tendulkar
celebrates his birthday on that day. This time, Sachin, apparently unobserved, played much better and was
accepted at Achrekar's academy. We took one appropriate for our play and returned the two. But our doctor
convinced him. The sweet memory of Bharat Ratna Sachin. So let us not play here. What would they say to
Mamma? So do this much for yourself, and learn a little from the man who goes beyond cricket. Once I asked
Sachin who he was with this long hair. So Sachin entered our house first before his own. She would come to
see Sachin. I went. By the way Shefali is the daughter of the famous journalist and novelist, Arun Sadhu.
When she was in the 10th class she would be always studying. Nov 4, Ms. The important thing is to take only
what helps you move toward your goal and leave the rest. Then we convinced both of them. I remember
another incident. Are your colleagues still in touch with you? Thank you so much for writing to me.. Sign up
for the daily ET Panache newsletter. That was in the early days. There has been a halo around them from birth.
No one could've summed how to live life in five points better. It was all chaos. Arjun is always active. He had
become a common conversation point in local cricketing circles, where there were suggestions already that he
would become one of the greats. Me Sardarjicha por ahe. Advise him. She is the only child. What would you
say to working women? Sachin's number 10 jersey will forever be a favourite. So I asked Sachin to give his
old bat. Their new house is getting ready.


